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Create a gorgeous lawn that is free of harsh chemicals. This comprehensive guide covers

everything you need to know to grow and maintain a thriving lawn using organic gardening

methods. With expert advice on planting the best grass varieties, nourishing the soil, watering,

fighting weeds, and sustainable maintenance, Paul Tukey helps you create a luscious and inviting

lawn that is pesticide-free and safe for your children and pets.Â 
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I have to admit, I first looked into organic lawn care for not-so-noble reasons. I have a pool in my

backyard, which means that using any nitrogen-rich fertilizer back there risks getting nitrates in the

pool water, which is a big no-no for pool owners. I hoped that organic lawn care could provide me

with a way to care for my backyard without endangering the pool water. That's not to say that I didn't

care about the environment; it just wasn't my first priority.However, in reading this book, I've

become downright enthusiastic about, not just helping the environment, but having a great yard

*while* helping the environment. As other reviewers noted, the author does not ask us to settle for

inferior lawns in order to help the environment. He is passionate about having a great lawn -- and

doing it the right way.There are essentially two ways to get great looking lawns: treat it with

chemicals, or follow the organic route described in this book. They can both produce great looking

lawns, but there is a difference. I liken the comparison to making a person look better through either

plastic surgery or exercise. Plastic surgery is fast and can have some incredible results, though it



does nothing to improve the actual health of the person. Whereas exercising can probably get to the

same end, though with a bit more effort, especially at the beginning. However, even though the

results may look similar, underneath the person who has been exercising is stronger, fitter, and

more able to cope with the physical stresses of life. Similarly, with a bit more effort (at least, at the

beginning), an organically cared-for lawn can look great and be healthier and stronger than a

chemically cared-for lawn.
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